A theorem which gives a condition on a positive linear contraction on an L'-space in order that the individual ergodic theorem hold is proved. The theorem contains a result obtained by Y. Ito as a special case.
Let (X, jffl, ni) be a ff-finite measure space and let £ be a positive linear contraction on ¿}(m). Let a" ;-be a matrix of numbers such that CO (1) 2KíI<» forn = 0,l,---, 00 (2) lim2<V.3=L whenever b0, bx, • • • is a bounded sequence of numbers for which lim"-2¿=o an\jbj = b exists and is finite, where {«'} is a subsequence of {77}. Under these conditions we shall prove the following Theorem.
If there exists a strictly positive function h in l^im) such that the set {y.f=oan.jT'h', «=0} is weakly sequentially compact in Lx(m), then for any fe U-{m) the limit (4) lim -J Tjf(x) n n J=0
exists and is finite almost everywhere.
The following proof is a generalization of that given by Y. Ito in [6] . Let/be any function in U{m). Since A = D, it follows at once that the limit (4) exists and is finite almost everywhere on A. On the other hand, the Chacon-Ornstein theorem [4] implies that
exists and is finite almost everywhere on X-A. This completes the proof of the theorem.
ryotaro sato
It should be pointed out here that if an>j is a regular matrix such that 00 uniformly in n then it satisfies (1), (2) and (3) (see [5] ). Remark 1. Let {wn;n>l} be a sequence of nonnegative numbers whose sum is one, and let {w";h^O} be the sequence defined by wn= w1wn_1+-• -+wnu0, u0=]. Then the above argument together with Baxter's ergodic theorem [2] implies that under the same condition as in the theorem, for any/e L^m) the limit
exists and is finite almost everywhere. The theorem is a special case of this result. Remark 2. If T maps, in addition, Lv(m) into D>{m) and ||r||j,^l for some p with p>\, then for any fe Dim) the limit (5) exists and is finite almost everywhere. This follows from [1] and [7] . Bibliography
